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Why predicting risk is a wrong question

I We want to make some statement about future risk

- why?

I Because we want to do something differently now to protect us ..

I So we have a stochastic control problem!

I So our study of future risk should be part of that problem

I We need to specify a model; and an objective
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Models

A model takes values of observables known today and turns these into a
statement about the joint distribution of variables of interest tomorrow.

Examples: Suppose that returns Y i
t of assets i = 1, . . . ,N on day t are

variables of interest.

1. Given Ft , the law of Yt+1 is N(µ,V ) where µ, V are known
constants. This is a model.

2. Given Ft , the law of Yt+1 is N(µt ,V ) where V is known constant,
and µt = K−1

∑t
s=t−K+1 Ys . This is a model.

3. Given Ft , the law of Yt+1 is N(µt ,V ) where V is known constant,
and µt = a(ξt − ξt−100), where ξt is the S&P500 index, and a ∈ RN

is known constant. This is a model.

4. Given Ft , the Y i
t+1 are independent, P(Y i

t+1 > 0) = p. This is not a
model.

Models generally depend on parameters; how do we choose the model
structure, and the parameters?
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Model uncertainty

Suppose we assume asset returns Yt on day t are IID N(µ,V ); If we
know µ and V , can determine control - for example,

θ = V−1µ . . .

.. but what µ, V do we take?

I Estimates of µ are very unreliable

I V̂−1 often has huge entries

I Stability of estimates?

Be Bayesian! Choose prior over (µ,V )

I Optimization of average objective usually much more stable

I Actions always consistent

I Even a simple finite-atomic prior can make a big difference

I Nothing has been estimated!
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Exploratory data analysis: q-q plots



EDA: Realized quadratic variation



EDA: autocorrelation of returns



EDA: autocorrelation of absolute returns



EDA: Variance estimates



Exploratory data analysis

Is it OK to look at the data? If so, how much?

Example: Returns of 29 major US stocks.

(i) q-q plots close to linear in [-2,2], but evidence of ‘fat tails’;

(ii) t 7→
∑t

s=1 Y
2
s not growing linearly;

(iii) autocorrelation of absolute returns at long lags;

(iv) clear common heteroskedasticity

Consider vol-rescaled returns:

Ỹ i
t = Y i

t /σ
i
t−1, σi

t =

{∑
n≥0

βn(1− β)(Y i
t−n)2

}1/2

This deals with (i), (ii), (iv), so it helps to do this transformation. Let’s
suppose this done, and write Y for Ỹ .

It’s OK to look at pictures, but not details of numerical values.
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where Z is factor process. How big should Z be? Exploratory analysis
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Objectives

What is the objective? What constraints are there?

I maxEU(wT ) perhaps? What is U? What is T?

I maxE [
∑

t≥0 β
tU(wt)]? Time-homogeneous at least!

I maxE [
∑

0≤t<τ β
tU(wt)− βτK ] for default time τ?

How could we optimize? If dimension of the state variable is more than
about 3 ... we can’t! Even if we could compute optimal solution, storing
it is infeasible.

Propose a rule where choices are explicit functions of observables.

Evaluate by simulation:

I How robust is outcome to data-generating process?

I Does analysis of extreme outcomes suggest improved rules?

I Can we make better choices of parameters?

Finally check on historical data.
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doing?
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